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REPORT OF THE 7TH MEETING OF THE GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION
1-2 November 2018, Chonburi, Thailand
I.

Introduction

1.
The 7th Meeting of the Gulf of Thailand Sub-Region took place during 1-2 November 2018 in
Chonburi, Thailand, under the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project. The Meeting participants were
representatives from the Gulf of Thailand countries namely: Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Viet Nam;
international organizations/initiatives from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (FAO/RAP), SEAFDEC/UN Environment/GEF/Fisheries Refugia
Project, Mangroves for the Future (MFF), World Wide Fund For Nature-Thailand (WWF-Thailand),
SEAFDEC Secretariat, and SEAFDEC/Training Department (TD). The List of Participants appears
in Annex 1.
II.

Opening of the Meeting

2.
The Secretary-General of SEAFDEC, Dr. Kom Silapajarn, in his capacity as Chairperson of
the Meeting, welcomed participants and reiterated the importance of the cooperation for the Gulf of
Thailand (GOT) sub-region towards for ultimately eradicating Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated
fishing, strengthening effective implementation of Monitoring, Control, and Surveillance (MCS)
system and sustaining the fisheries resources. He appreciated tremendous efforts SEAFDEC, Member
Countries and regional partners in contributing on network establishment, technical knowledge sharing
of fisheries management through bilateral dialogues and sub-region dialogue that ultimately for
sustainable utilization of the fisheries resources in this sub-region. With his remark, he declared
the Meeting open. His Opening Remark appears in Annex 2.
III.

Introduction, Objectives of the Meeting and Adoption of Meeting Agenda

3.
Ms. Saisunee Chaksuin, the Gulf of Thailand Sub-Region Coordinator, SEAFDEC-Sweden
project provided the background and objectives of the Meeting. In her presentation, she firstly recalled
the Meeting on the overview of the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project, its objectives. She then presented
the meeting objectives which were to (i) share progresses made after previous recommendations,
bilateral dialogues and the development as well as implementation of joint work plans and cooperative
agreements, (ii) review steps taken to strengthen cooperation on transboundary fisheries and habitat
management options, (iii) strengthen sub-regional cooperation on the integration of habitat and
fisheries management as well as initiatives framework, (vi) identify further action plan and solution
for the sustainability of the Gulf of Thailand Sub-Region Meeting platform, and (v) explore future
expansion of bilateral dialogues on MCS for IUU fishing and capacity management. After that,
she informed the Meeting on agenda items for discussion during this two-day meeting. The Prospectus
and Agenda are shown in Annex 3 and Annex 4.
4.
Dr. Kamonpan Awaiwanont, representative from Thailand sought out the clarification on
the missing of bilateral dialogue between Cambodia-Malaysia. In response, Ms. Saisunee clarified that
the bilateral dialogues with the support from the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project conducted based on
the suggestions made during the previous sub-regional meeting where the bilateral dialogue between
Cambodia and Malaysia was made on their existing collaboration.
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IV.

Review Progress of the 6th Gulf of Thailand Sub-Region Meeting and the Bilateral
Dialogues

5.
Ms. Saisunee Chaksuin, briefed the summary of progress made from the 6th Meeting of Gulf of
Thailand Sub-Region and the outcomes from bilateral Dialogues (Malaysia-Thailand, Cambodia-Viet Nam,
Thailand-Viet Nam and Cambodia-Thailand), which were conducted by the SEAFDEC-Sweden
Project. She also recalled the Meeting on the issues were discussed that includes reviews
and assessment of anchovies, Indo-Pacific mackerels and blue swimming crab (AIB species) and
neritic tuna including initiation of coordinated management plan; habitats/Refugia/conservation areas
and other zonation schemes; and strengthening monitoring of fishing capacity as well as MCS network;
SEAFDEC, ASEAN, and member countries’ recognition of ASEAN Catch Documentation Scheme (ACDS)
as common reference framework for catches and landings documentation. Her presentation as appears
in Annex 5.
6.
Ms. Saisunee requested the participants to share progress each member country may have done
further from the reported results. She also emphasized that SEAFDEC-Sweden Project is coming
to be end in December 2019 that each country should realize and plan for any necessary capacity building
activities and bilateral dialogues for the remaining period.
7.
Dr. Kamonpan shared to the meeting that RPOA-IUU meeting will be held in Indonesia in 2018,
which Thailand would report the results of the discussion of the 7th Meeting of the GOT Sub-Region.
Furthermore, he consulted in the meeting on the possibility of the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project
continuation, and reporting mechanism to the annual RPOA meeting after 2019.
8.
Mr. Kongpathai Saraphaivanich, representative from SEAFDEC/TD informed the Meeting that
the activities in related to combat IUU fishing undertaken by TD (e.g. the conduct of the training courses
on Port State Measures in coordination with FAO and National Oceanic and Atmosphere
Administration (NOAA) to support Member Countries in 2018 and also informed that TD will organize
another training course for fisheries inspectors in 2019.
9.
Dr. Worawit Wanchana, Policy and Program Coordinator of SEAFDEC, highlighted some issues
on the initiatives for the Gulf of Thailand sub-region (e.g. transboundary species and combat IUU
fishing, etc), which progress have been made during the past few years. The remaining activities such as
the establishment of MCS Network initiative and management of transboundary species would be
further strengthened in 2019, and he encouraged for the continued collaboration from GOT Countries.
He reiterated that SEAFDEC would take a role as a facilitator for this platform for strengthening
the sub-regional cooperation for the improvement, management, and conservation process of
transboundary species, as well as cross-country collaboration, while wished the Member Countries
to maintain the momentum of this initiative beyond 2019.
10.
Dr. Steen Christensen, Mangroves for the Future (MFF) Coordinator, informed the Meeting
that MFF is facing the same situation as SEAFDEC-Sweden project, started in 2006 and going to
end in this year. The Meeting took note of the importance issues to be considered for the Project
phasing out such as how well the Project achieve overall project objective, (ii) do the Project manage
constraints well enough, (iii) have the Project outcomes support the implementation of the national policy.
Contribution to regional outcome will be advantage.
11.
Mr. Samsudin, Fisheries Officer from Resource Protection Division, DOF Malaysia, commented
that the outputs should be reflection of overall progress made against objectives. He stated that
this GOT platform is important and should be further strengthened for the countries cooperation,
especially on transboundary species like mackerel. The Chairperson emphasized that the GOT
Sub-region meeting is currently supported by the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project that focus on the
discussion on transboundary species and it is very crucial to fundraise beyond 2019.
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12.
Mr. Sutee Rajruchithong, Technical Expert from TD, emphasized on the importance of
the bilateral dialogues to discuss the stock assessment of transboundary species and issue management
in the Gulf of Thailand to fill the information gaps. While noting that scientific study might take
long time to complete, it is needed to utilize the precaution approach and current available
scientific data as inputs for assessment calculation to produce an output scenario, incorporate in
a draft 2019 management plan.
V.

Progress on the Implementation of Transboundary Stocks and Habitats as well as
Sub-regional Cooperation

5.1

Indo-Pacific Mackerel and Important Economic Species as well as Neritic Tuna
Management (RPOA-Neritic Tuna)
5.1.1

Indo-Pacific mackerel and Neritic Tuna

13.
Dr. Worawit Wanchana, Policy and Program Coordinator of SEAFDEC, updated the progress
of the implementation of transboundary stocks (Indo-Pacific mackerel and neritic tunas), which
undertaken by the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project that focused more on the sub-regional initiative towards
the sustainable management of Indo-Pacific mackerel in the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region. He informed
the Meeting that this joint effort, SEAFDEC and the GOT countries, have been conducting the research
activities in order to come up with an agreement on coordinated fisheries management measures
for the Gulf of Thailand sub-region by the end of this program. His presentation appears in Annex 6.
14.
In his presentation, he reviewed that the total catch of Indo-Pacific mackerel (Platoo) in Thailand
has dramatically dropped from 128,835 tons to 53,452 tons in year 2015 as per data published by
the Department of Fisheries of Thailand (DoF). Therefore, it is timely for the GOT countries to consider
developing management measures for Indo-Pacific mackerel for the GOT Sub-region. For example,
Thailand closes three (3) major areas – two (2) in upper Gulf of Thailand during 15 June to 15 August
and 1 August to 30 September, and in Central Gulf of Thailand during 1 May to 30 June for
conservation purposes.
15.
The Meeting took note of the sub-regional initiatives for transboundary fish stocks (included
Anchovies, Indo-Pacific mackerel and blue swimming crab; AIB), were discussed regularly
under the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project. Dr. Worawit added that the Project conducted numbers
of consultations since 2015 to discuss on the management of the Indo-Pacific mackerel, in which some
information was available by DOF, Thailand. Through the consultative meetings with the experts of
Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Viet Nam, the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project supported the DNA study
for Indo-Pacific mackerel to understand the stock structure in the sub-region, and it was agreed to
further conduct DNA study covered Viet Nam, Cambodia, and Malaysia in 2018. It is expected
the preliminary results would be presented by end of 2018.
16.
At the end of his presentation, he recommended two (2) possible areas for further collaboration
within the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region – (i) national management measures for Indo-Pacific mackerel
and neritic tuna to be developed at sub-regional level based on the results from the sub-regional
collaborative research, and (ii) development of joint/collaborative actions among GOT countries,
way forward for MCS network, and collaborative workplan for joint actions.
17.
After the presentation, Dr. Kamonpan raised his concern on the methodology to be conducted
the stock structure and migration patterns of Indo-Pacific mackerel. In response, Dr. Worawit clarified
that based on the numbers of consultations with the experts, it was decided to conduct the DNA study
which Thailand was already had conducted DNA study, therefore, the countries agreed to expand
the sampling sites in Cambodia, Viet Nam and Malaysia to cover GOT sub-region.
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18.
Dr. Kamonpan also questioned whether fish stock in Pattani, Cambodia, Viet Nam, and Malaysia
are absolutely proven having the same DNA structure, these areas are very distant from one another.
Dr. Worawit explained that there are two assumptions that may help explain the similarity are (i) water
circulation from Malaysia up to Viet Nam, for example, may help distribute the fish populations among
the study areas even they are in distance, and (ii) the life cycle of this species may be move along
petroleum oil ridges as their living sanctuary together. However, Dr. Worawit informed that Meeting
the results of DNA study would be disseminate at the upcoming technical meeting, which to be held on
19-20 December 2018 that would be a venue for further discussion on technical/scientific issues.
Mr. Samsudin, Fisheries Officer from the DoF Malaysia, recommended to consider discussion on
19.
the next steps after the DNA study. It is important among the countries for information sharing in order
that the countries would consider to formulate management measures.
5.1.2

Tonggol Tuna Fishery Improvement Project (FIP)

20.
Ms. Pakawan Talawat, Fisheries Project Manager from World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF-Thailand), presented the background of Tonggol Tuna FIP project, how SEAFDEC Neritic Tuna
project supports Tonggol FIP, and next steps. In addition, Ms. Pakawan shared with the Meeting that
Sweden used to be a main market of Tonggol canned tuna. She informed the Meeting the FIP is
a process to assess the fisheries management of Tonggol tuna and its utilization of the stock is
sustainable manner based on scientific data. Details of her presentation appear in Annex 7.
21.
Ms. Pakawan informed the Meeting on the upcoming event, WWF-Thailand in partnership
with DOF Thailand, Thai Tuna Association and SEAFDEC will co-organize the Inception Meeting on
FIP Thailand on 13 November 2018. That meeting will invite food service providers and food supplier
and international buyers as well as representatives from DOF Thailand and SEAFDEC.
22.
In response to the inquiry made by Dr. Nguyen Thanh Binh, , on the future plan to support
FIP in Cambodia and Viet Nam on neritic tuna and blue swimming crab, Ms. Pakawan informed that
WWF-Viet Nam worked on FIP of blue swimming crab in Viet Nam and is willing to support both
countries.
5.2

SEAFDEC/UN Environment /GEF/ Fisheries Refugia Project

23.
Mr. Weerasak Yingyuad, Technical Coordinator of SEAFDEC/UN Environment/GEF/Fisheries
Refugia Project, reported the project progress to the Meeting. The main topics include project
background, key activities, main achievements during 2017 and 2018, process of the fisheries refugia
establishment, good practices on fisheries refugia of chub mackerel in Thailand, and the project’s
long term goal. His presentation appears in Annex 8.
24.
In his presentation, he highlighted on the significant in fisheries around the South China Sea
and the Gulf of Thailand that are important to the food security and livelihoods among Southeast Asian
countries. The South China Sea is one of the top five (5) productive fishing zones accounting for 12%
of global fish catch (or about 9.7 million tons of fishes) reported in 2015 and had 3.7 million
people involved. The problem in fisheries sector involves occurs as consequence involves high pressure
of fishing and non-responsible fishing practices, leading to a decline of fish stock and loss of marine
habitats.
25.
The Fisheries Refugia Project started in 2016 with main objective to support the enhancement
of marine environment and fisheries habitats through four (4) main activities to achieve a healthy
ecosystem support sustainable fisheries. He informed the Meeting that there have fourteen (14) pilot
sites of the Fisheries Refugia in six (6) participating countries. For the national activities, the countries
are required to organize stakeholders consultation, share scientific inputs and concerns, conduct
information mapping, identify pilot sites and species for intervention. He provided the update that for
9

Cambodia identified Kep and Preah Sihanouk provinces as refugia sites with intervention for
blue swimming crab and Koh Kong province is refugia for Indo-Pacific mackerel, which the same as
in Trat province of Thailand. He also informed on the Project institutional mechanism which involves
national and regional levels, governed by the Project Steering Committee.
26.
Dr. Kamonpan, requested for further clarification on the difference between “Marine Protected
Area (MPA)” and “Refugia”, whether selected areas such as Trat and Suratthani are overlapping with
existing marine protected areas. Mr. Weerasak explained that these fisheries refugia selected through
stakeholders consultations led by fisheries agencies. MPA is led by environmental agencies and
selected based on certain criteria of their own.
27.
Dr. Worawit requested for further clarification for the word “20% increased vessels applying
improved gears”. Mr. Weerasak explained that the Fisheries refugia project aims to improve 20%
of local fishermen behaviors to safeguard the fish stocks, which can be done through changes in fishing
methodologies, fishing gears, and etc. For the end target, of the total 229,500 hectares fisheries refugia
within six (6) participating countries, it is need 20% reduction of fishing pressure within the refugia sites
during critical period.
28.
Mr. Sutee Rajruchithong requested clarification on good practices on fisheries refugia of
chub mackerel in Thailand whether the project has data from Cambodia and Viet Nam for
stock assessment and resources situation in the Gulf of Thailand for better sub-regional management.
Mr. Weerasak explained that Cambodia selected Indo-Pacific mackerel as a target species to establish
the refugia in Koh Kong. The Fisheries refugia project would work in collaboration with
SEAFDEC-Sweden Project to support the identification of their life cycle and spawning ground in
transboundary areas, following by stakeholders consultation to determine appropriate fisheries
management measures specific for that area.
29.
Dr. Nguyen Thanh Binh informed that Viet Nam had not yet defined priority species
for fisheries refugia but been interested in anchovy, blue swimming crab, Indo-Pacific mackerel,
and other species.
30.
Mr. Samsudin requested for the clarification on the differences between the Fisheries refugia
project and SEAFDEC-Sweden project and asked if Malaysia can still include Indo-Pacific mackerel
into the refugia’s scope of work. Mr. Weerasak clarified that the fisheries refugia project is being
implemented by the Department of Fisheries Malaysia and the targeted species were already
selected by the country which are tiger prawn and spiny lobster, and it is on-going on scientific study in
identifying fish life cycle. Indo-Pacific mackerel can be included in this activity, however, depending on
scientific data and budget availability. The Chairperson suggested the fisheries refugia project to check
available budget, discuss with the Project Steering Committee in early December 2018, and consult
Malaysian working group on the inclusion.
31.
Ms. Pattaratjit Kaewnuratchadasorn, SEAFDEC-Sweden Project Manager added that fisheries
refugia project and SEAFDEC-Sweden had been working on same species included. Indo-Pacific
mackerel. Both Projects discussed on collaborative work, which tentatively to conduct a workshop in 2019.
5.3

Sharing Experience and Lessons Learnt on Habitat Management and Communities’
Engagement

32.
Dr. Steen Christensen, Mangroves for the Future (MFF) Coordinator from IUCN Asia
Regional Office, shared experiences and lessons learned from MFF perspective on the habitat
management and community engagement. His presentation appears in Annex 9.
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33.
In his presentation, he informed the Meeting that MFF integrates gender in its programs and
through MFF small grants facility as well as the current MFF gender strategy 2014-2018 allows gender
at governance and institutional arrangement by considering gender sensitivity, allowing women
to participate in governance and system, encouraging women to play significant roles and functions in
communities. He also emphasized on the MFF resilience framework and process extended baseline
survey to include community mapping data, gender specific, baseline scenario before and after in
resilience state, as well as the future. Implementation areas involve gender-integrated program
planning, and inclusion gender as a parameter in monitoring, learning and evaluation, and reporting.
34.
In addition, he informed that MFF in partnership with SEAFDEC-Sweden Project and
Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI) jointly conducted the a two-year Regional Gender Study in
South and Southeast Asia, the synthesis report had been completed. He also added that MFF/IUCN,
SEAFDEC-Sweden and SEI will co-chair in a regional Dialogue on the Review of Regional Gender
Study to be held during 15-16 November 2018.
35.
Ms. Cassandra De Young requested for further clarification on women leadership whether it,
in general, added more burdens to women. Dr. Steen informed that leadership usually considered
a positive contribution to women’s personal and social benefits. Invitations have been distributed
among Member Countries in Asia Pacific and participating countries.
VI.

Promotion of Effective Fishing Capacity Management, and Reduction of Illegal and
Destructive Fishing in the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region

6.1

Country Updates on Management of Fishing Capacity and Combating IUU Fishing
(NPOA-Capacity and NPOA-IUU), Law and Legislation


Cambodia

36.
Ms. Chin Leakhena, representative from Fisheries Administration, presented the progress on
fisheries laws, NPOA-IUU, NPOA-Capacity, and other instruments. She firstly informed that
Cambodia’s initial laws on fisheries were established since 2006, to comply with international
instruments and aims to combating IUU fishing, Cambodia has successfully managed to release
an amendment in 2017. She highlighted on some significantly involve amendments on Article 6, 41,
42, 43 and 95. The distribution of marine fisheries domain stipulated in article 11, the authorization of
offense settlement revealed in article 87 and the sanction illustrated in the article 89, and the revision
of FiA structure in accordance with decentralization was made in 2016 (transferred FiA Cantonments
to directly manage by Provincial of Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries).
37.
In addition, she informed that Cambodia also integrated international instruments namely
NPOA-IUU, NPOA-Capacity, NPCI, PSMA, UNFSA, and Marine Fishing Vessel Census into its
national work plan, and collaborated with various stakeholders with aim to achieve the set targets.
As consequence, Cambodia to date has finalised a draft NPCI and PSMA submitted from MAFF to
the Office of the Council of Ministers. Both are pending official approvals. NPOA-Capacity
has not yet been developed but key ideas (e.g. the freeze number of fishing boats) are already included
in policy paper. UNFSA and marine Fisheries Management Policy Statement are under discussion.
Her presentation appears in Annex 10.
38.
After the presentation, the Chairperson sought out the clarification on the policy to freeze
number of fishing vessels in Cambodia. Mr. Buoy Roitana clarified that Cambodia has been in the stage
of drafting a proposed policy in relation to this issue and just completed census survey. An official
publication of the result will be released by end of 2018, which includes criteria for vessel classification
(small, medium, and large scale) and vessel management measures. Currently 20-30% of total vessels
are medium and large/industrial scale vessels and 70% are small scale vessels operating along
coastal areas. To ensure effectiveness of the measures, Cambodia still has to conduct catch and
stock assessment for proper problem identification and measures development.
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39.
Ms. Doungporn Na Pombejra, representative from the DOF, Thailand, inquired on transshipment
vessels and how to manage these vessels. In response, transshipment vessel management, Cambodia
still needs to work on data collection to determine fishing capacity assessment in order to determine
the management measures and Cambodia is planning to produce a draft on fisheries capacity management
during 2019 and 2020.


Malaysia

40.
Ms. Nur Fadhlina Chan binti Mahadie Chan, representative from Malaysia updated the progress
made on NPOA-Fishing Capacity (Plan 2), NPOA-IUU, Port State Measures, legal measures, licensing
and database. In her presentation, Ms. Chan reported that, under NPOA-Capacity, Malaysia has revised
(i) management measures to lay out appropriate penalty for encroachment the areas of five (5)
nautical miles (nm) and below, (ii) management of fishing capacity and combating IUU fishing
(to not allow purchase of new/used foreign fishing vessels), (iii) approaches for developing fishing gear
specifications, and completed other tasks presented under strategy 1, 2, and 3. Under NPOA-IUU,
Malaysia developed standard operating procedures, as one of the key features, to handle foreign vessel
that have engaged in IUU fishing when entering Malaysian ports. For Port State Measures, Malaysia
developed SOP for port entrance during year 2017-2018 with 100% inspection for tuna vessel in
zone C3, IOTC, ePSM use, and additional 30 port inspectors assigned to work at ports.
41.
In addition, for management measures, Malaysia implemented rezoning captured fisheries area
for the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia, database and information sharing, and licensing system
(including fishermen registration, fishing vessel record, license renewal, and zone changing).
Her presentation appears in Annex 11.
42.
Ms. Doungporn requested for further clarification on the revised policy to “encourage new
build fishing vessel under modernization transform” under the management of fishing capacity scheme.
Ms.Chan explained that being effective from January 2018, the policy encourages the vessel owners
to renovate, modernize, and transform their fishing vessels, instead of purchasing a newly built fishing
vessels. This is a way forward for fishing industry in Malaysia. For modernization, a vessel must follow
12 criteria, for example, material selection for vessel modification and toilet construction for hygienic
purposes.
43.
The Chairperson also sought out for the clarification whether Malaysia prepares to ratify the
Port State Measures and/or the Work in Fishing Convention C188. Ms. Chan explained that FAO has
been assisting Malaysia in identifying and filling gaps according to international standards and
requirements. In addition, Malaysia has announced on banning the trawlers to be effective from 2020.
44.
Dr. Kamonpan inquired that whether Malaysia plans to share fishing vessels’ information,
whether Malaysia shared the 100 GT to FAO Global Record. In response, Ms. Chan informed that
Malaysia has not yet involved in this matter since the FAO global record is more on voluntary basis.
45.
Mr. Sutee asked whether Malaysia has any measures to ensure traditional vessels not performing
IUU fishing especially on transboundary areas. In response, Ms. Chan explained that for traditional
vessels, an owner allows owning only one vessel and operates up to eight (8) nm. as legal requirements.
Any offense an owner makes, his/her license will be seized and cannot operate again. Therefore, it is rare
for traditional vessel to commit IUU fishing.


Thailand

46.
Dr. Kamonpan Awaiwanont, Thailand SEAFDEC National Focal Point, updated the progress on
Thailand’s effort on implementation of marine fisheries management plan in relation to NPOA-fishing
capacity, NPOA-fishing capacity, fishing vessels marking (DOF), unique vessel identifier, as well as
some action on push net buy back scheme, and information sharing to SEAFDEC Regional Fishing Vessels
Record (RFVR) and FAO Global Record. His presentation appears in Annex 12.
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47.
Furthermore, Ms. Doungporn Na Pombejra, Legal Officer from the Department of Fisheries,
presented the current legal framework. She reported that Thailand’s fisheries legal framework
comprises of three (3) main fisheries laws that significantly affect our work i.e. the Royal Ordinance
on Fisheries 2015 (B.E.2558), its amendment in 2017, and the National Council for Peace and Order.
She mentioned on key improvements in legal framework that Thailand has undertaken are included
Thailand became a party of UNCLOS, UNFSA, PSMA and a member of IOTC and SIOFA. During
year 2016-2018, Thailand strengthened monitoring, control, surveillance and enforcement through
the revision and enforcement of the Royal Ordinance on Fisheries 2015 and its amendment 2017;
and consolidation and coordination on fishing vessel registration and data sharing between the DOF
and the MD through the revision and enforcement of the Royal Ordinance on Thai Vessel Act 2018.
Her presentation appears in Annex 13.
48.
After the presentation, Ms. Chan inquired on the procedure of fishing license renewal and
the vessel selling. With regard to the fishing license renewal, Ms. Doungporn explained that each vessel
must perform a fishing license renewal within 30 days after expiry date. For the vessel selling, Thailand
has a policy that a vessel can change from Thai national flag to another national flag or another vessel
category but the owner must officially inform the Marine Department (MD) of Thailand to withdraw
the license from one country to another for ownership transfer and tracking purposes. In the case of
revoked license, the owner also needs to officially inform the MD for the change in ownership within
the country. Implementation measures are in the process of development.
49.
Dr. Binh, requested for further clarification on the function of MD on regulations on vessel
registration for vessel with engine. Dr. Kamonpan clarified that MD is responsible on the vessel
registration and has amended the existing regulation on the fishing registration. This amendment added
certain letters at the end of the existing plate license, for example, to mark the category of fishing tools
(e.g. trawler, push net, and etc) being used in a particular vessel. In general, vessels below six (6) GT
are not required for obtain new letter from the registration system due to their capacity and service type
(carrier), vessels above six (6) GT and all vessels with engine must obtain new additional letters under
the amended regulations.


Viet Nam

50.
Dr. Nguyen Thanh Binh, representative from Viet Nam, presented on the progress made on
fisheries laws, draft decrees and circulars, NPOA-IUU, as well as current update on international
agreement ratifications. He reported that Viet Nam promulgated its first fishery laws on 21 November, 2017
from the 14th National Assembly with an effective date starting from 1 January, 2019. His presentation
appears in Annex 14.
51.
He further reported that Viet Nam is in a preparation phase for developing (i) draft government
decrees on detail regulations and measures to implement fisheries law and administrative sanctions
in fisheries field, (ii) draft Minister’s Circulars on record and submission of fishing report,
fishing vessel registration and technical inspection, management of crew members on fishing vessels,
national fisheries database, and protection and development of aquatic resources.
52.
Moreover, the Meeting noted the other key progresses that Viet Nam made to combat IUU
fishing include (i) Prime Minister’s Direction dated 28 May 2017 was issued to prevent, deter and
eliminate Vietnamese fishing vessels and fishermen to participate in IUU fishing. The Directive No.45
was issued on December 2017 to announce urgent measures and solutions to the warning of European
Commission in relation to IUU fishing issues (ii) NPOA-IUU was approved by the Prime Minister’s
Decision on January 2018.
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53.

After the presentation, the Meeting was informed the following information:
i) According to the new laws effective on 1 January 2019, Viet Nam requests fishing vessels
with length of 15 meters to install Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) system for identification purpose,
together with marking system.
ii) In term of foreign vessels, after 1 January, Viet Nam will put in place designated ports for
foreign vessels’ catch landing with appropriate control measures and procedures, as well as agreements
for rectification.
iii) Fishing vessels with Vietnamese license once sold to Malaysia will be reported as sold to
Malaysia and removed from the system, for example, provincial vessel quota. In case of returning,
such vessel will be considered under import regulations and requirements.
54.
Mr. Buoy Roitana sought further clarification on the implementation of NPOA-IUU and
the establishment of Steering Committee. In response, Dr. Binh informed that the Steering Committee
will be led by the Ministry of Agriculture, having the Minister as the Chairperson for the National
Steering Committee. The Committee comprises of the Ministry of Agriculture, Policy, Foreign Affairs,
and other relevant agencies to contribute in fighting the IUU fishing. Dr. Binh can share more details
to interested parties through email.
55.
Dr. Kamonpan, requested to provide more information on Viet Nam’s policy regarding
the reduction on fishing vessel number. Dr. Binh informed that in the NPOA-Fishing Capacity issued
five years ago, Viet Nam issued a Directorate’s Circular prohibiting new building of small vessels for
operations in the Vietnamese coastal areas. In 2015, the Minister of the Agriculture Ministry issued
a directive prohibiting new trawler installation in fishing vessels and transforming any type of vessels
into trawling vessels. In 2018, the Minister issued a new circular to completely ban the new building
of trawlers. No new fishing vessels built without removal of fishing vessels in an equivalent number to
control and maintain the current fishing capacity. For example, if one 14-meters fishing vessel is built,
one 14-meters fishing vessel must be removed.
6.2

Strengthening Monitoring (M), Control (C), and Surveillance (S) in the Gulf of Thailand
Sub-Region
6.2.1


Country Updates on National MCS

Cambodia

56.
Mr. Buoy Roitana provided information on the policy framework, strategy and organization,
marine fisheries management measures, and authorities involved in Cambodia MCS. He added that
Cambodia MCS activities are still under development and this presentation covers work in progress.
Enforcement of the legal framework is expected to be completed in 6 months from November 2018
to mid of 2019. His presentation appears in Annex 15.
57.
In his presentation, he informed that Cambodia’s MCS is written to comply with two policy
frameworks (i) international and regional obligations and policy commitments, and (ii) domestic legal
and policy framework including the NPOA-IUU fishing. The strategic intervention aims to ensure
compliance of all fishing operations with national legislation and international obligations (including
catch, processing, import, and export provisions), strengthen the coordination at national and provincial
levels for effective control, reducing IUU fishing and better management of fisheries which referred to
the development of Fisheries Management Plan.
58.
With regard to the marine fisheries management of Cambodia, he emphasized that Cambodia
implement strictly in controlling and monitoring fleet capacity, fishing vessel registration, fishing
licenses, ownership, fishing grounds, seasons and closed areas, fishing ports, processing plants
concerned IUU fishing. These measures shall be implemented through collaboration of National
Committee for Maritime Security (NCMS), Marine Custom, Marine Border, Defence Police, Marine
Fisheries Inspector, and the Royal Cambodia Navy.
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59.
He further added that FiA and Cantonment Fishery Administration Community Fisheries
Management Committees are in charge of monitoring, surveillance and inspection, with support from
the Ministry of Public Work and Transport, the Ministry of Environment, the Cantonment Police,
the Marine Traffic Police, and the Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF) to carry out their specific
functions and intersected assignments. Coordination among these key government agencies
are currently under the scope of central unit management. Decentralization can be expected.
60.
After his presentation, Mr. Sutee requested the clarification (i) whether the MCS system
includes surveillance in transboundary areas, (ii) progress on land inspection. Mr. Buoy Roitana
confirmed that a working group led by the provincial governors establish the mechanism to ensure its
effectiveness operation of MCS. For land inspection, Cambodia is in the process of selecting
surveillance system between Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) or Automatic Identification System (AIS).
The European Union (EU) has provided financial support for Cambodia to upgrade surveillance
capacity, for example, through procurement of surveillance vehicles. In addition, training on Port State
Measures Agreement (PSMA) was organized for inspectors in October 2018.


Malaysia

61.
Mr. Mohd Hazliefaziman bin Hadi, the representative from Malaysia, provided information
that Malaysia implements MCS and its enforcement followed the Fishery Manager’s Guidebook
published in 2009 in collaboration with FAO, the Code of Conduct Article 7 on Fisheries Management
and enforcement of applicable measures as well as Article 8 on Fishing Operations. He informed that
the Department of Fisheries Malaysia is responsible for implementing the strategic plan (2011-2020)
especially focusing on managing and conserving fishery resources through MCS activity
implementation, enforcing the Fisheries Act 1985 and regulations with commitment to effectively plan,
coordinate, and plan fisheries legislations.
62.
Key division involved in the MCS mission is the Resource Protection Division under the DOF.
Its role are to enforce the Fisheries Act 1985 and all other regulations through MCS programme, plan
and execute operations at sea, on land and air surveillance programme, monitor the safety of local
fishermen, perform information analysis for aid enforcement, and assist in search and rescue activities.
In addition, this department monitors and manages the fishing activities through VMS, plan and execute
joint operations with other maritime enforcement agencies, control alien species, and enforce the turtle
entanglement and inland fisheries rules. He provided key legislation related to Fisheries Management
currently applied to Malaysia involve: Fisheries Act 1985, Exclusive Economic Zone Act 1984,
Merchant Shipping Ordinance 1952, International Trade in Endangered Species Act 2008, Malaysian
Quarantine and Inspection Services Act 2011, Environment Quality Act 1974 (Act 127), and Animal
Food Act 2009 (Act 698) as well as many other fisheries legislations that are currently in place for
fisheries management.
63.
Within the MCS programme, Malaysia applies various international standard tools including
Vessel Monitoring System (VMS), deterrence measures, Automatic Identification Systems (AIS), tin
plate and document inspection system, inspection of fishing vessels at landing facilities. Control
mechanism in particular includes fishing zone management, catch certification scheme, prohibition of
fishing methods (fisheries regulations 1980), and licenses for vessels and equipment used. In term of
surveillance, Malaysia promotes compliance on equipment utilization, crew employment; inspection,
arrest and escort; safe custody and prosecution. His presentation appears in Annex 16.
64.
After the presentation, Ms. Doungporn sought the clarification on the management of encroachment
issues (i.e. foreign vessels encroaching Malaysian waters and vice versa), and (ii) the notification
system back to the vessels’ state of origin. In response, the representative from Malaysia informed that
(i) Malaysia uses VMS and AIS system to track down suspicious vessels, followed by port authorities
contacting police department for normal arresting and enforcing penalty measures according to their
conduct. The Meeting took note of the procedure on the encroachment of foreign vessels,
the responsible officers shall arrest and inform the relevant Embassy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and/or
other relevant agencies on the arrest within 1-2 days after the police reports.
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65.
Dr. Binh, requested for further clarification on the prevention of tin plate duplication and the
control of small vessels from IUU fishing. In response, the representative from Malaysia clarified that
the tin plate is attached to the head of commercial and trawling vessels, excluding small vessels.
Duplication may happen but very difficult due to special screw. In addition, Malaysia supports
the community based fisheries management by involvement of local communities such as fishermen
to participate as committee members who are very willing to provide local knowledge and information
to the government officials, to reduce the cases of IUU fishing in small vessels. In the encroachment
cases of fishing vessels, these community members help monitor in sea at large and send photos
to concerned agencies for further actions.


Thailand

66.
Ms. Punnatut Kangrang, representative from Thailand updated the progress on current
implementation of the C-control and S-surveillance mechanism while M-Monitoring aspect was
reported by Dr. Kamonpan in previous agenda. In her presentation, she firstly informed that Thailand
applied control mechanisms through fishing efforts management and technical measures. In Thailand,
fishing efforts controlling in form of limit of fishing days and number of fishing vessels, while other
controlling scheme are included mesh size limitation and seasonal close, zoning management, marine
protected area, and ban of destructive gear.
67.
In addition, Thailand has applied Thai Vessel Act 1938 (B.E. 2481) (fishing vessel registration),
Navigation in the Thai Waters Act 1913 (B.E. 2456) (fishing vessel permission), and the Royal
Ordinance on Fisheries 2015 (B.E. 2558) (fishing license permission) to govern Thai fishermen on
legal fishing and equipment utilization within Thai water boundaries. These laws also contain criteria
for obtaining the fishing licenses through e-licensing system.
68.
She added as for Surveillance measure, Thailand applies included electronic surveillance
(Fisheries Monitoring Center-FMC), inspection and control at ports by Port-In Port-Out Controlling
Center (PIPO), and inspection at sea by patrolling. She also provided information on the current
technology operates by DOF includes Electronic surveillance system comprises of the vessel monitoring
system (VMS), electronic reporting system (ERS) for overseas vessels, and electronic monitoring
system (EM) for overseas vessels. Operational details of each mechanism can be found in the
presentation as shown in Annex 17.
69.
Ms. Cassandra de Young inquired on the cost implication on the development of the system
and source of funding. In response, Ms. Punnatut explained that the budget provided by national budget
for setting up of the Fisheries Monitoring Center (FMC) and Thailand’s MCS system while VMS
are solely under the vessel owners’ responsibilities.
70.
Ms. Chan raised questions in regard to (i) the effectiveness of CCTV (ERS system) on board,
(ii) VMS capacity for real time data transfer, (iii) punishment provision for fishing during close season,
and (iv) whether Thai vessels use log book system. In response, Ms. Punnatut informed that
Thai vessels are required by laws to install VMS and real time data transfer every hour from the vessels
to the FMC. If an incident of signal lost from a vessel for at least two (2) hours, officers from the FMC
shall communicate a warning to the owner of the suspected vessel and in case of suspected vessels,
the monitoring officer may request the vessel to return back within four (4) hours to the departed or
nearest port. FMC is in charge of monitoring and controlling activities in both public (under Fish
Marketing Organization - FMO) and private ports. In addition, the fishing vessel uses logbook to record
their catch and submit to PIPO staff before transferring fishes.
71.
On the other hand, Ms. Doungporn expressed the view that in the control of fishing vessels,
in Thailand allows fishing vessels to operate in Thai water at 30 days longest for each trip and Thailand
does not allow transshipment activities at sea, only landing at ports.
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Viet Nam

72.
Mr. Nguyen Tuan Uyen, the representative from Viet Nam, provided the overview of Viet Nam
marine fisheries, fishing vessels status in 2018, MCS system, fisheries law in 2017 (including
amendments and work in progress) and stakeholders involved. In his presentation, he informed that
Viet Nam has a large number of small-scale fishing vessels (around 109,000 units). While noting that
the MCS in Viet Nam involve with many stakeholders, for monitoring system such as the Research
Institute for Marine Fisheries for data collection, species composition, and stock assessment;
Sub-department of fisheries in 28 coastal provinces for data collection and fishing efforts; and Fisheries
Information Center. C-control mechanism, Viet Nam has applied legislation and administrative
ordinances on fishing license and boat registration, prohibited fishing gears, species, closed fishing
seasons and areas, fishing ports and marine protected areas; fishing laws on IUU fishing, catch
certificates, allocation of fishing license quota, and criteria for VMS; and fishing port management on
control of landings, inspection, fisheries statistical system, and catch certification scheme.
73.
In term of S-surveillance, it is responsible by the Department of Fisheries Resources
Surveillance, Fisheries Inspection, Coast Guard and Border Guard. Their roles are to patrol, inspect,
detect and handle violations against the fisheries laws and regulations in Viet Nam sea areas; and
to penalize administrative violations to prevent violations of foreign and domestic organizations and
individuals in Vietnamese waters. Tools utilized are the VMS tools operated since 2011 from the
integrated control center located in Hanoi and the other two (2) regional stations in Hai Phong and
Ba Ria, with satellite connection equipment for 2,999 offshore fishing vessels in 28 coastal provinces.
74.
In combating IUU fishing in particular, Viet Nam has completed the revision of fisheries
regulation and management instruments, improvement of MCS tools, strengthening capacity for
inspecting and surveillance, installation of VMS devices onboard of fishing vessels (since 2015),
collaboration with other countries using ‘hotline’, PSMA ratification and incorporation in legal
documents, and EU’s recommendations. His presentation appears in Annex 18.
75.
Ms. Doungporn inquired on fishing vessel tracking system, and the plan or strategy for
monitoring fishing vessels with capacity below 90 horse powers (hp). In response, the representative
from Viet Nam replied that Viet Nam has more than 10,000 vessels with capacity under 90 hp. Besides
their own small capacities, these small vessels are controlled by marine regulations not to operate
outside national water, and that not require to install VMS system. However, for larger fishing vessels,
Viet Nam has current system using high frequency signal for monitoring. This system will soon
later be upgraded into mentioned VMS, which allow for effectively monitor and control the operations
especially when outside Vietnamese waters.
76.
Ms. Cassandra, representative from FAO requested to learn more whether Viet Nam has
applied similar approach to the Malaysian community-based management system for monitoring
purposes. Dr. Binh informed that under Article 10 of the new law (effective Jan 2019), relevant
stakeholders in coastal areas will set up a legal management body to monitor and control the vessel
operations and surveillance. Viet Nam plans to apply the similar approach to the Malaysian community
based management to lessen burdens in, for example, patrolling work for the government.
6.2.2

The Development of MCS in the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region

77.
Ms. Pattaratjit Kaewnuratchadasorn, SEAFDEC-Sweden Project Manager presented
the Development of MCS in the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region as follow-up action after the 1st MCS
Consultation organized during 31 October to 2 November 2017 in Chonburi Province, Thailand.
In her presentation, she informed that one of significant output of the SEAFDEC-Sweden is that
Regional Plan of Action on Fishing Capacity (RPOA-Capacity), which was endorsed by ASEAN.
One section in the RPOA suggested states to strengthen sub-regional/regional Monitoring, Control and
Surveillance (MCS) network. SEAFDEC, therefore, started discussion with Member Countries in
the Gulf of Thailand on this initiative since 2017.
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78.
Ms. Pattaratjit emphasized that the sub-regional MCS coordination was significant because
some aspects of fisheries are regional such as transboundary species, straddling and migratory
fish stocks, trade of catches, and movement of fishing vessels and it is importance to link to management
measures in coordination with the neighboring countries. Therefore, SEAFDEC-Sweden project made
effort together with Member Countries to look at a regional perspective through sub-regional
coordination. She requested the update on the nomination of the National Technical Group (five (5)
representatives from each countries) and confirmation from the Meeting on the conduct of
the upcoming Consultation on MCS for Gulf of Thailand Sub-region. Her presentation appears in Annex 19.
79.
In response, the representative from Malaysia, informed the Meeting that Malaysia confirm and
would provide the list of national focal points, however, it is still pending for the approval from high level.
80.
The representative from Viet Nam informed the Meeting that Viet Nam is working on the
nomination of five (5) technical team members. Internal procedure requires coordination and opinion
from various official authorities to consider the proposal and currently it is pending approval from
higher authority for participation in the network.
81.
The Chairperson emphasized in the meeting that for MCS network, SEAFDEC expected
to have more specialized agencies involved in Monitoring, Control and Surveillance to strengthen
cooperation and share information among sub-regional countries. SEAFDEC will try to facilitate at our
best efforts to make it happen and, if possible, a good model for replication in other areas. He also
requested countries to expedite the nomination process.
VII.

Activities Related to the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region

7.1

Progress on the Cruise Survey Conducted in the Gulf of Thailand by M.V. SEAFDEC 2

82.
Mr. Sukchai Arnupapboon, representative from SEAFDEC/TD, informed the overall scope of
the Collaborative Research on Marine Fisheries Resources and Environment conducted in
the Gulf of Thailand by M.V. SEAFDEC 2, which original plan to be conducted in Cambodia, Thailand
and Viet Nam waters. In his presentation, he informed that this cruise surveys conducted
in collaboration among Fisheries Administration (FiA) of Cambodia, Department of Fisheries (DoF)
of Thailand. The objectives of the survey are to (i) update situation of marine fisheries resources,
oceanography and marine environment in the Gulf of Thailand, (ii) provide technical support on human
resources capacity building programs, (iii) strengthen fisheries and oceanography researcher network
in regard to marine fisheries resources and environment in the Gulf of Thailand, and (iv) promote
the utilization of research tools and SEAFDEC research vessel for maximizing its efficiency
and benefits for Southeast Asia region.
83.
He explained that this cruise survey period was originally from 17 August to 11 November 2018.
The operation covers the exclusive economic zones in participating countries. However, this cruise
survey in Viet Nam was cancelled due to the time limitation for administrative arrangement and survey
equipment preparation. In total, 73 stations were conducted comprised Thai waters (49 stations)
and Cambodia waters (24 stations) completed in October 2018.
84.
To conduct the fisheries resources survey, SEAFDEC used Otter Board Trawl and oceanographic
survey. He informed that marine pollution survey was also conducted, Drifting Marine Debris Visual
Observation method is applied.
85.
He informed that based on this cruise survey, it would be expected to produce several outputs
includes technical papers, Gulf of Thailand Proceeding, and regional symposium that would provide
scientific information on fisheries resource, physical oceanography, chemical oceanography, and
biological oceanography. Other scientific information to be included are micro plastics accumulations,
distribution of drifting and bottom marine debris, and radiation dose as well as radiological
risk assessment in marine biota and seafood consumers. His presentation appears in Annex 20.
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7.2

Results of Regional Gender Study Conducted in Cambodia and Thailand

86.
Ms. Jariya Sornkliang, Gender Focal Person from SEAFDEC/TD presented the results of
Gender Analysis (GA) conducted in Kep province of Cambodia and Trat province of Thailand.
She provided the background and objectives of the Regional Gender Study, which was collaboration
with SEAFDEC, MFF and SEI, funded by the Embassy of Sweden in Bangkok.
87.
As part of the Study, the in-depth gender analysis were conducted in selected site of SEAFDEC
and MFF/IUCN. For this GA, Kep province of Cambodia and Trat province of Thailand were selected
as SEAFDEC sites study. She explained on methodology and process to collect information such as
roles, responsibilities, experiences, knowledge and skill sets, problems and needs of women and men
interviewed, as well as levels of gender participation and decision making in fisheries. She provided
the results of GA in Cambodia and Thailand and conclude that based on the study, both men and women
are involved in fishing-related activities but venturing the sea for fishing is a male domain. Women are
in support role to men in fishing at sea and onshore activities such as cleaning nets and vessels, cleaning
and segregating catch, processing and marketing the catch. Her presentation appears in Annex 21.
88.
While noting the results of the GA, the Meeting was noted that Thailand approved to promote
the crab banks in the coastal communities which helps increase the number of crabs and boosts
communities' income. The representative from Thailand shared her view that it would be interesting
to provide technical support on the hatchery and taking of crab banks to housewife and those who stay
at home. In addition, based on the gender study, there may be opportunity for to improve women’s
income through building product development skills in fish hygiene, packaging and marketing;
to increase their confidence for leadership roles; and mainstream gender concept at work.
7.3

Updates from Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) on
Activities Related to Fisheries Management Around Gulf of Thailand Sub-region and
Supports to National Activities

89.
Ms. Cassandra De Young, representative from FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
(FAO/RAP), informed the Meeting that FAO/RAP is in the process on developing of the new Project
Proposal to get fund from GEF, therefore, it is important to learn from the activities implemented
by the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project that focus on the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region. She mentioned
that there are numbers of potential areas that SEAFDEC and FAO could work together
(e.g. transboundary fisheries, ecosystem-based approach to fisheries management, gender aspects, etc).
She further added that FAO will hold series of national and regional consultations among national focal
points for the development of the concept note or project proposal to get fund from GEF.
Her presentation appears Annex 22.
VIII.

Discussion on the Coordination Management Plan for the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region
including Directions and Recommendations to Strengthen and Expand Collaboration
(Action Plan for 2019)

90.
Mr. Sutee Rajruchithong, SEAFDEC/TD Technical Expert and the Chairperson in charge of
this meeting session, informed the Meeting that the SEAFDEC-Sweden project will be terminated
in December 2019 and the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project will host the 8th Meeting of the Gulf of Thailand
Sub-Region in 2019. In this connection, he requested Member Countries to provide recommendations
on how to proceed the collaboration in promoting more effective fishing capacity to combat IUU in the
Gulf of Thailand, how to utilize the assessment results of mackerel stock and MCS in combating IUU,
and how to sustain this platform after 2019. For recommendation, the Chairperson requested Viet Nam,
Thailand, Malaysia and Cambodia to share their thoughts in sequence.
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91.
Dr. Binh, representative from Viet Nam, shared his view on the proposed activities for the
collaboration under the Gulf of Thailand sub-region and he would bright the concerns to consult with
higher authorities. The proposed activities includes (i) provision of inspection trainings to strengthen
and enhance capacity of central and local authorities, (ii) conducting stock assessment for Fishery
Improvement Project (FIP), for example, among blue swimming crabs in Cambodia. This is due to
its multi-level processing conducted in Thailand and Viet Nam prior to its export to other countries,
(iii) maintaining green zone for neritic tuna in Viet Nam. This will benefits Viet Nam’s neritic tuna
export to Thailand for further processing and exporting purposes, and (iv) anchovy management and
sustainability development through stock assessment and development of measures. The Chairperson
suggested Viet Nam to have further discussion with other countries on the mentioned collaboration.
92.
Dr. Kamonpan, representative from Thailand agreed with Viet Nam and recommended
the following activities for immediate attention in year 2019 namely: (i) capacity building on NPOA-IUU
development at high level, (ii) completion of DNA study, (iii) stock assessment with SEAFDEC’s
support especially for Indo-Pacific mackerel between Thailand and Cambodia in 2019, (iv) dissemination
of Thailand’s successes to other countries.
93.
Ms. Chan, representative from Malaysia agreed with Viet Nam and Thailand. She also further
provided the following recommendations: (i) SEAFDEC’s support on anchovy and neritic tuna stock
assessment, (ii) continuation on strengthening MCS networks for the Sub-region in country with probably
SEAFDEC’s new funding, (iii) continuation of stock assessment study with other countries in 2019.
94.
Mr. Buoy Roitana, representative from Cambodia requested (i) support on capacity building
on Port State Measures, (ii) stock assessment of the blue swimming crab in addition to mackerels.
Cambodia also required (iii) to support on the biology study of Indo-Pacific mackerels, (iv) capacity
building on fisheries research, (v) to learn MCS national plan of control and surveillance from Thailand
and Malaysia, (vi) continuation of the coordination efforts/platform where GOT country members share
budget after 2019.
95.
The Chairperson believed that all Member Countries will ratify the Port State Measure
Agreement (PSMA) and significant issues like effective communication among states should be
strengthened which is one of the important factors for MCS networks. While agreeing on establishing
MCS networks, the representative from Viet Nam also requested the Member Countries to ensure an
effective MCS network and avoid overlapping role with other existing networks/systems for better
management of fish stocks as well as reducing number of fishing vessels engaging IUU fishing in the
Gulf of Thailand Sub-region.
96.
Dr. Worawit, representative from SEAFDEC Secretariat, proposed that before the end of the
SEAFDEC-Sweden in December 2019, it would be good if the high level meeting could be convened
to consider, recognize and endorse the concept on the establishment of MCS network, policy
recommendation on Indo-Pacific mackerel stock, good stock assessment model, and other topics.
He also shared his view on the potential topics that may be additionally included are an establishment of
Fishery Improvement Project (FIP) for neritic tuna in Viet Nam, capacity building for Malaysia, and others.
97.
Mr. Weerasak, representative from SEAFDEC/UN Environment/GEF/Fisheries Refugia Project,
assured that the support and collaboration had been strengthened between SEAFDEC-Sweden Project
and the Fisheries Refugia project (e.g. study of Indo-Pacific mackerel and gender aspects). He informed
that within the scope of the Fisheries refugia project, Thailand and Cambodia selected the same
transboundary species in Trat and Koh Kong province. Recently, the Scientific and Technical Committee
meeting, which was organized on 11-13 September 2018 in Trat, Thailand, the fisheries refugia focal points
agreed to strengthen collaboration and build capacities among Cambodian researchers in various ways
such as technology transfer from the DOF Thailand to Cambodia. While Viet Nam also is interested to
propose the Refugia sites in Viet Nam , which the target species would be to blue swimming crab and anchovy
in Phu Quoc island, which both species are also found in Kep province in Cambodia. Therefore, it is
a good opportunity for experience and technical knowledge sharing among member countries.
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98.
Ms. Pakawan, representative from WWF-Thailand, shared information to the Meeting regarding
funding for FIP operation can be raised from buyers and industry. Cambodia may start discussion
with the industry. For neritic tuna, WWF got the support from stakeholders as well as industries.
She pointed out that the collaboration at regional level is important for transboundary species.
99.

1)

2)
3)
4)

IX.

After the discussion, the Chairperson concluded key concerns as follows:
continue and strengthen the sub-regional coordination with support from potential fund
and regional projects (i.e. FAO and Fisheries Refugia Project among others) in particular
on the continuation of the sub-regional of management neritic tuna, and the Regional Plan
of Action (RPOA) to promote responsible fishing practices (RPOA-IUU), Regional Plan of
Action of Management of Fishing Capacity.
prevent IUU fishing on transboundary species,
continue the cooperation between neighboring countries through effective communication set
among MCS network members, and
fully support member countries for the continuation of these activities after 2019. During
the 8th Meeting of the Gulf of Thailand Sub-Region, country members shall have to wrap up
on project achievements and another discussion on future activities.
Closing of the Meeting

100. Mr. Sutee Rajruchithong, on behalf of the Secretary-General of SEAFDEC and in his
capacity as Chairperson in charge of this meeting session, thanked the participants for their active
participation and providing valuable inputs to the meeting as a basis to develop common vision
to combat IUU fishing activities in the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region. He expressed his gratitude to the
SEAFDEC-Sweden Project for enabling SEAFDEC to organize the meeting. Finally, he acknowledged
the success of this meeting and declared the meeting closing.
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Annex 2
OPENING REMARKS
By Dr. Kom Silapajarn,
SEAFDEC Secretary-General
Distinguished delegates,
Representative from Organizations,
My colleagues from SEAFDEC,
Ladies and Gentlemen Good morning!
On behalf of the Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center, it is my pleasure and privilege to
extend to you all a very warm welcome to the 7th Meeting of the Gulf of Thailand Sub-Region, here
in Chonburi province.
SEAFDEC by the SEAFDEC-Sweden project has been facilitating the Gulf of Thailand Sub-Region
meetings since 2008. And, we are delighted to host another time this 7th GOT Meeting today with a strong
belief that our collaboration among member countries, international and regional organizations/initiatives
as well as concerned stakeholders will ultimately help eradicate IUU fishing in the Gulf of Thailand
sub-region especially through an effective Monitoring, Control, and Surveillance system.
Facilitating the implementation, we are aware of the tremendous efforts invested and implementation
progress made within the sub-region. Bilateral dialogues between adjacent countries like Thailand
and Malaysia, Thailand and Cambodia, Cambodia and Viet Nam is one of the mechanisms that
SEAFDEC-Sweden project strongly encourages. These dialogues shall play significant role in the meeting
as means to tighten up collaboration, determine effective ways for transboundary fisheries resources
and habitat management, combat illegal fishing, and strengthen fishing capacity as well as the Monitor
Control and Surveillance (MCS) network in the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region.
In addition, we are eager to hear our distinguished colleagues including colleagues from SEAFDEC
report on their recent progresses made, emerging issues and successes in various ways. Towards the end
of the meeting, a discussion on coordination management plan shall equip us with ideas on directions
and actions required for year 2019. I am confident that our ultimate goal is not difficult to achieve.
Once again, I welcome all of you to Thailand and hope that you have a nice stay in Thailand. Lastly,
it is an opportune time for me to declare the Seventh Meeting of the Gulf of Thailand sub-region
open. Thank you.
Note: organizations include: FAO, MFF/IUCN, WWF-Thailand
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Annex 3
INTRODUCTION, OBJECTIVES OF THE MEETING AND ADOPTION OF MEETING AGENDA
By Ms. Saisunee Chaksuin
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Annex 4
PROSPECTUS
I.

Background

The SEAFDEC-Sweden Project, since its inception in 2013, has been progressing in the promotion of
the national and regional efforts to integrate fisheries management and habitat management while at
the same time emphasizing the need to manage fishing capacity. With a focus on the Gulf of Thailand
(GOT) sub-region, SEAFDEC, have since 2009 been facilitated six (6) sub-regional meetings involving
with the countries around the GOT namely: Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand and Viet Nam together with
other international and regional organizations. The initiative of the Gulf of Thailand sub-region
Meeting, with the funded supported from the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project, have been made progress by
facilitating GOT countries, the results, progress and emerging issues, in specifically to the combat IUU
fishing and Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) efforts of GOT sub-region to the annual
RPOA-IUU Coordinating Committee meetings. A sub-regional approach is also supportive to
the ambitions of the RPOA-IUU where the Gulf of Thailand is one of defined sub-regions. In addition,
the progress and results are also report to SEAFDEC, FAO, and other relevant mechanism and projects.
Since the 5th Gulf of Thailand sub-region Meetings, the Project facilitated the countries to update
the progress of implementation of Regional Plan of Action on Sustainable Utilization of Neritic Tunas
in the Southeast Asian Region (RPOA-Neritic Tunas) and Regional Plan of Action for Management of
Fishing Capacity (RPOA-Capacity), supported the management of transboundary species (Anchovies,
Indo-Pacific mackerels and Blue swimming crab-AIB species) and promoted sub-regional and bilateral
cooperation and identify common priority areas for the management of fisheries resources in the GOT
sub-region.
While at the 6th Gulf of Thailand sub-region Meeting, SEAFDEC has, based on requests from countries,
been facilitated sequences of bilateral dialogue technical meetings in order to build up frameworks for
joint management including environmental protection based on the control of fishing effort and
strengthened measures to combat illegal fishing. These dialogues which facilitated in the year 2017 and
2018 have included Malaysia-Thailand, Cambodia-Viet Nam and Cambodia –Thailand.
The SEAFDEC-Sweden Project have been facilitated the Sub-regional consultation on MCS for
Gulf of Thailand in 2017. It was suggested during the Consultation on common priorities with regards
to the establishment of MCS Network(s) for improved transboundary fisheries management and control
of fishing effort. After the consultation, the SEAFDEC-Sweden Project a step process to establish
a sub-regional MCS body/coordination and facilitated with the countries.
Furthermore, the SEAFDEC/UN Environment/GEF Project on Establishment and Operation of Regional
System of Fisheries Refugia in the South China Sea and Gulf of Thailand operated since 2016, it would be
good opportunity also to update the progress of the implementation during 2016-2018.
Hence, this event is timely for the Gulf of Thailand countries to meet and sum up the progress made in
sub-regional cooperative as a basis for reporting to SEAFDEC, RPOA-IUU Coordinating Committee,
FAO/APFIC and other coordination mechanism as well as to identify action plan and solution for
the sustainability of Gulf of Thailand platform.
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II.

Objectives of the Meeting

1.
Review the follow up of recommendations from the 6th Gulf of Thailand Meeting in 2017 and
report on progress of activities since the previous meeting of the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region, including
bilateral dialogue events and the development and implementation of joint work plans and cooperative
agreements.
2.
Review steps taken to strengthen cooperation on transboundary fisheries and habitat management
options for sub-regional approaches to assess the availability and migration of Indo-Pacific mackerel
and important economic species as well as neritic tuna including appropriate actions for continued work
at the sub-regional level to the benefit of the people in the area.
3.
Explore future expansion of bilateral dialogue on monitoring and control of fisheries activities
including combating illegal (IUU) and management of fishing capacity.
4.
Strengthen sub-regional cooperation on the integration of habitat and fisheries management
and initiatives framework such as SEAFDEC/UNEP/GEF Fisheries Refugia project and MCS Network
in the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region.
5.
Identify further action plan and solution for the sustainability of Gulf of Thailand Sub-region
Meeting platform.
III.

Expected Outputs

1.
Updated progress of the implementation of activities in relevance to management of transboundary
species, efforts on combating IUU fishing, experiences shared among the countries, issues and concerns,
feedback and suggested steps forward.
2.
Agreed coordination for management of the GOT sub-region and commitment for further
strengthened to continue and expand cooperation/coordination/collaboration among various sectors
and fisheries-related national agencies.
3.
Recommendation/solution for sustainability of Gulf of Thailand Sub-region platform.
IV.

Expected Outcomes

1.
Awareness raised among participating institutions around the Gulf of Thailand sub-region
on benefits of regional/sub-regional cooperation and inter-sectorial cooperation to promote appropriate
fisheries and habitat management to achieve sustainable development – including the importance
to include a sub-regional coordination mechanism.
2.
Improvement of structure and involvement in the continued implementation of activities in
the Gulf of Thailand Sub-region.
V.

Date and Venue

The 7th Meeting of the Gulf of Thailand sub-regional will be organized from 1-2 November 2018
in Chonburi, Thailand.
VI.

Expected participants of the Meeting

It is envisaged that participants of the meeting will be:
1.

Five (5) representatives from the four (4) Gulf of Thailand countries are namely Cambodia,
Malaysia, Thailand and Viet Nam as follows (20 persons):
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SEAFDEC National Focal points for the Gulf of Thailand sub-region
One representative should be an officer/lawyer who is responsible for international
fisheries legal aspects
 One representative should be and officer from the Department/Unit responsible for fishing
licensing and vessel registration, and port state measure (if not within the same Department
an additional person could be considered)
 One fishery biologist who is responsible for data collection, monitoring and assessment of
transboundary species stock (focus on Indo-Pacific mackerel and neritic tuna)
 One representative should be an officer from the Department/Unit responsible for fisheries
surveillance and vessel monitoring system
Representatives from International organization/initiatives such as FAO/RAP, RPOA-IUU
Sec, SEAFDEC/UNEP/GEF Fisheries Refugia, IUCN/MFF, WWF, etc.
Representatives from SEAFDEC Secretariat, Training Department and MFRDMD



2.
3.
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Annex 5
REVIEW PROGRESS OF THE 6TH GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION MEETING AND
THE BILATERAL DIALOGUES
By Ms. Saisunee Chaksuin
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Annex 6
INDO-PACIFIC MACKEREL AND IMPORTANT ECONOMIC SPECIES AS WELL AS
NERITIC TUNA MANAGEMENT (RPOA-NERITIC TUNA)
(INDO-PACIFIC MACKEREL AND NERITIC TUNA)
By Dr. Worawit Wanchana
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Annex 7
INDO-PACIFIC MACKEREL AND IMPORTANT ECONOMIC SPECIES AS WELL AS
NERITIC TUNA MANAGEMENT (RPOA-NERITIC TUNA)
(TONGGOL TUNA FISHERY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (FIP))
By Ms. Pakawan Talawat
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Annex 8
SEAFDEC/UN ENVIRONMENT /GEF/ FISHERIES REFUGIA PROJECT
By Mr. Weerasak Yingyuad
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Annex 9
SHARING EXPERIENCE AND LESSONS LEARNT ON HABITAT MANAGEMENT
AND COMMUNITIES’ ENGAGEMENT
By Dr. Steen Christensen
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Annex 10
COUNTRY UPDATES ON MANAGEMENT OF FISHING CAPACITY AND COMBATING
IUU FISHING (NPOA-CAPACITY AND NPOA-IUU), LAW AND LEGISLATION
(CAMBODIA)
By Ms. Chin Leakhena
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Annex 11
COUNTRY UPDATES ON MANAGEMENT OF FISHING CAPACITY AND COMBATING
IUU FISHING (NPOA-CAPACITY AND NPOA-IUU), LAW AND LEGISLATION
(MALAYSIA)
By Ms. Nur Fadhlina Chan binti Mahadie Chan
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Annex 12
COUNTRY UPDATES ON MANAGEMENT OF FISHING CAPACITY AND COMBATING
IUU FISHING (NPOA-CAPACITY AND NPOA-IUU), LAW AND LEGISLATION
(THAILAND)
By Dr. Kamonpan Awaiwanont
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Annex 13
COUNTRY UPDATES ON MANAGEMENT OF FISHING CAPACITY AND COMBATING
IUU FISHING (NPOA-CAPACITY AND NPOA-IUU), LAW AND LEGISLATION
(THAILAND)
By Ms. Doungporn Na Pombejra
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Annex 14
COUNTRY UPDATES ON MANAGEMENT OF FISHING CAPACITY AND COMBATING
IUU FISHING (NPOA-CAPACITY AND NPOA-IUU), LAW AND LEGISLATION
(VIET NAM)
By Dr. Nguyen Thanh Binh
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Annex 15
STRENGTHENING MONITORING (M), CONTROL (C), AND SURVEILLANCE (S) IN
THE GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION (COUNTRY UPDATES ON NATIONAL MCS)
(CAMBODIA)
By Mr. Buoy Roitana
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Annex 16
STRENGTHENING MONITORING (M), CONTROL (C), AND SURVEILLANCE (S) IN
THE GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION (COUNTRY UPDATES ON NATIONAL MCS)
(MALAYSIA)
By Mr. Mohd Hazliefaziman bin Hadi
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Annex 17
STRENGTHENING MONITORING (M), CONTROL (C), AND SURVEILLANCE (S) IN
THE GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION (COUNTRY UPDATES ON NATIONAL MCS)
(THAILAND)
By Ms. Punnatut Kangrang
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Annex 18
STRENGTHENING MONITORING (M), CONTROL (C), AND SURVEILLANCE (S) IN
THE GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION (COUNTRY UPDATES ON NATIONAL MCS)
(VIET NAM)
By Mr. Nguyen Tuan Uyen
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Annex 19
STRENGTHENING MONITORING (M), CONTROL (C), AND SURVEILLANCE (S) IN
THE GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION (THE DEVELOPMENT OF MCS IN THE GULF
OF THAILAND SUB-REGION) (SEAFDEC)
By Ms.Pattaratjit Kaewnuratchadasorn
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Annex 20
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION
(PROGRESS ON THE CRUISE SURVEY CONDUCTED IN THE GULF OF THAILAND BY
M.V. SEAFDEC 2) (SEAFDEC)
By Mr. Sukchai Arnupapboon
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Annex 21
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION
(RESULTS OF REGIONAL GENDER STUDY CONDUCTED IN CAMBODIA AND
THAILAND) (SEAFDEC)
By Ms. Jariya Sornkliang
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Annex 22
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION
(UPDATES FROM FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED
NATIONS (FAO) ON ACTIVITIES RELATED TO FISHERIES MANAGEMENT AROUND
GULF OF THAILAND SUB-REGION AND SUPPORTS TO NATIONAL ACTIVITIES)
By Ms. Cassandra De Young
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